Kanagawa sightseeing charm creation conference

West of
the Prefecture

Yugawara Town
Tourist Attraction No.

280

＜Gourmet / Japanese Culture＞
Experience making wagashi (traditional Japanese
confectionery) with an expert

Wagashi Shop Mirakuan
(workshops for making traditional Japanese sweets)

Explanation of
Tourist Attraction

At Mirakuan, we offer wagashi such as "Tangerine Monaka" and seasonal sweets made by our
experts. We also offer a variety of sweets available only in our store as well as tea breaks for
visitors. Particularly popular in our store is the workshops for making Japanese sweets. Our
expert will teach you how to make wagashi. You can take it home or eat it in our store. As part of
your tour of Yugawara hot springs, why not try making some Japanese sweets?

selling point

We offer workshops for hand-making different Japanese sweets every month, so you
can enjoy the classes every time you visit.

Address
Opening Hours
Availability of Parking
URL

Recommended Season

230 Miyakami, Yugawara-machi, Ashigarashimo-gun, Kanagawa
8:30 am to 6:00 pm（Check for class schedule / reservation required.）
Available
http://www.mirakuan.com/

All year
Group

Group/Individual Mark
Target Regions

Access
Individual

Europe, North America, Oceania, Asia

Get off at Yugawara Station on JR Tokaido Line.
Take No.2 bus bound for Fudotaki / Okuyugawara,
and get off at Miyakami Kaikan-mae bus stop.

Specific Model Route Details
Individual
■1st Day
Various Tokyo areas ===（Car）===Odawara Joshi
Park === Hotoku Ninomiya Shrine === Ashigarigo
Setoyashiki (300-yr-old Japanese-style house)
=== Stay at Yugawara
■2nd Day
Traditional Japanese inn / Hotel === (Car) ===
Yugawara Mirakuan === Daiyuzan Saijo Temple
(Zen meditation and sutra copying classes) ===
Various Tokyo areas
Start

Tokyo (various areas)

Goal

Tokyo (various areas)

Time Required

2 days

Nearby Sightseeing Spot

Okuyugawara's Autumn Foliage
Enjoy the beautiful autumn
foliage in Okuyugawara.
During the season, visitors
can enjoy quiet tea time at
the tea ceremony house
designed by a famous
architect.

Manyo Park
A number of plants mentioned in the Manyoshu poems
are grown here. The park also features Manyotei, a
building made to resemble Manyo-era architecture, a
stone monument engraved with the only poem about
hot springs in Manyoshu, and a monument dedicated
to Doppo Kunikida who wrote novels that took place in
Yugawara, among other things.
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